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IXO Carbon: When Elegance Joins Performance
IXO (Iconic Xtrem Objects) is a company founded in 2007. Specialising in carbon
composites, IXO has become synonymous with style, performance, and exclusivity.
Thanks to masterful craftsmanship and expertise in engeneering, the quality achieved
by IXO is something out of the ordinary. Dealing with private customers, luxury brands
or high-tech companies, carbon fiber objects become pieces of art. Besides being
already a reference for the aerospace industry, IXO manufactures luxury items for
interior design elements, proposes custome made full-carbon cars and is one of the
few recognised to repair pieces of the most exclusive supercars.
With the best industrial process, IXO mixes dedicated craftsmanship with the ultimate
materials and partners. Passionate about performance and excellence, the components
are recognized as real works of art by collectionneurs and luxury brands while enduring
the most demanding environments in the world. “At IXO, good is never enough. We
strive for perfection and the goal of ultimate quality in every aspect, whether it is
beauty, luxury, elegance, exclusivity or durability. All available time, emotion,
knowledge are spent, and I truly feel that our creations have soul, and even a piece of
our hearts into them.” says Pedro Sánchez Nogueira, General Manager and founder.
From Asia to USA, from the sky to the Earth, anyone that can truly appreciate a
masterpiece that perfectly combines engeneering, technology and design would be
drawn to IXO.
Spezialist in full-carbon supercars
Whereas carbon has been used in the high tech industry for more than 40 years
providing numerous advantages, its production remains complex and challenging.
Searching for the hightest level? IXO’s expertise always wants to make a difference.
Thanks to a highly specialized craftsmanship, this know-how is recognized by the most
demanding clientele, requesting complete personalisation. Within the past few years,
IXO has gone through several projects on supercars, upgrading them to unique and
exclusive carbon masterpieces.
Once completely disassembled in IXO’s workshop, the car is covered with carbon and
reinvented as per the client’s specific desire, with the most delicate expertise by our
artisan craftspeople. Passion and patience are key, as it takes about half a year before
the exclusive supercar can return back home.
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Design by IXO
In 2016, IXO created its own collection and presented the very first pool table in carbon
fiber called “ELYSIUM”. It is also developing a range of home design pieces, including the
“LANIAKEA” bath collection. These collections “Design by IXO” are thoughtfully
developed and produced for the most exclusive homes.
Combining technology and elegance, each 50 handcrafted ELYSIUM masterpiece is
absolutely unique in every aspect, as virtually every part of the table can be custom
designed. The ELYSIUM Pool Table is fully interactive, demonstrating an advanced
technology never before seen on such objects. It took more than 1,000 hours to
overcome this absolutely perfect concept proposed in a limited edition of 50 pieces.
Additional to many futuristic innovations, the ELYSIUM Pool Table is provided in
different colors : black carbon, red ruby, blue sapphire or old cognac. Each piece can be
customized with an aluminium lasercut logo or name of client’s choice integrated into
the clear coat by IXO’s master painters.
Inspired from the Hawaiian meanings “immense heaven” or “wide horizons” the
“LANIAKEA” collection offers different pieces from sinks to mirrors, focusing on elegance
and wellness while being crafted with the finest materials possible.

For the most sophisticated clients, companies or private customers, IXO creates unique
and dedicated designs and pieces. From aerospace to luxury items or unique repair, their
expertise in engineering allows them to meet the most demanding requirements.
Specific collaborations are for the moment in progress which shall be soon announced.
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